
Crochet Messy Bun Hat
By: Eclectic Knit Knacks

Notes:

Materials:
US G/6 (4.00 mm) Hook
1skein MC worsted weight yarn (used grey)
1skein CC worsted weight yarn (used white)
Tapestry needle
Measuring Tape
Hair Tie

Abbreviations:
CH - chain
SST(S) - stitch(es)
YO - yarn over
FO - finish off
SC - single crochet
HDC - half double crochet
DC - double crochet
TC - triple crochet
DTC - double triple crochet

FLO - front loop only
BLO - back loop only
FPO - front post only
BPO - back post only
MC - main color
CC - contrasting color
RS - right side
WS - wrong side
* - repeat section

SC#TOG - single crochet # together
DC#TOG - double crochet # together
SLS - slip stitch
PM - place stitch marker

EASY
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Instructions:

Ribbing: (MC)
YO & DC into 3rd CH from hook

DC into the remaining CHs
There should be 11 DC

*Turn work & CH2, DCBLO into 
next 11 SSTS*
Repeat until piece is 18 inches

FO and sew both sides together

CH #13 STTS in MC
Instructions:
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Abbreviations:
CH - chain
SST(S) - stitch(es)
YO - yarn over
FO - finish off
SC - single crochet
HDC - half double crochet
DC - double crochet
TC - triple crochet
DTC - double triple crochet

FLO - front loop only
BLO - back loop only
FPO - front post only
BPO - back post only
MC - main color
CC - contrasting color
RS - right side
WS - wrong side
* - repeat section

SC#TOG - single crochet # together
DC#TOG - double crochet # together
SLS - slip stitch
PM - place stitch marker

EASY

Body: (CC)
In CC, CH 3 and DC a total of 72 
SSTS around the bottom piece

SLS into the 1st DC

*CH 3, DC 72 SSTS, SLS into 1st DC* 
for 3 rounds

R4: (MC) CH3, *DC2TOG, DC 6* 
SLS into 1st DC

R5-R7: (CC) CH3, *DC2TOG, DC 6* 
SLS into 1st DC

R8: (MC) CH3, *DC2TOG, DC 3* 
SLS into 1st DC

R9: (CC) CH3, *DC2TOG, DC 2* 
SLS into 1st DC

R10: (CC) CH3, *DC2TOG, DC 3* 
SLS into 1st DC

R11: (CC) place hair tie on top of 
SSTS & DC around

FO & sew in tails
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